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On Edge-Colouring Indi�erence GraphsCelina M. H. de Figueiredo� Jo~ao MeidanisyC�elia Picinin de MelloyAbstractVizing's theorem states that the chromatic index �0(G) of agraph G is either the maximum degree �(G) or �(G) + 1. Agraph G is called overfull if jE(G)j > �(G)bjV (G)j=2c. A su�-cient condition for �0(G) = �(G)+1 is that G contains an overfullsubgraph H with �(H) = �(G). Plantholt proved that this condi-tion is necessary for graphs with a universal vertex. In this paper,we conjecture that, for indi�erence graphs, this is also true. Assupporting evidence, we prove this conjecture for general graphswith three maximal cliques and with no universal vertex, and forindi�erence graphs with odd maximumdegree. For the latter sub-class, we prove that �0 = �.1 IntroductionAn edge-colouring of a graph is an assignment of colours to its edges suchthat no adjacent edges have the same colour. The chromatic index of a�Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Instituto de Matem�atica, Caixa Postal68530, 21944 Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil. celina@nc-rj.rnp.br. Partially supportedby CNPq, grant 30 1160/91.0.yUniversidade Estadual de Campinas, Departamento de Ciência da Computa�c~ao,Caixa Postal 6065, 13081-970 Campinas, SP, Brasil. meidanis@dcc.unicamp.br,celia@dcc.unicamp.br. Partially supported by FAPESP.1



graph is the minimum number of colours required to produce an edge-colouring for that graph. In this paper, we address the computation ofthe chromatic index for indi�erence graphs.An easy lower bound for the chromatic index is the maximum vertexdegree. A celebrated theorem by Vizing states that these two quantitiesdi�er by at most one [11]. Graphs whose chromatic index equals themaximum degree are said to be Class 1; graphs whose chromatic indexexceeds the maximum degree by one are said to be Class 2.Despite the powerful restriction imposed by Vizing's result, it is veryhard to compute the chromatic index in general. The problem is NP-complete for general graphs [4] and for various subclasses, such as perfectgraphs and 3-regular graphs [1, 4]. For planar 3-regular graphs, theproblem is equivalent to the four colour problem [10].On the other hand, bipartite graphs are known to be Class 1 [3].The problem is thus in P for this class. Very little is known about thecomplexity of computing the chromatic index for other classes, and thegoal of this paper is to investigate this question. We focus our attentionon the class of indi�erence graphs. In particular, we are interested inthe role played by overfullness in determining the chromatic index.By de�nition of edge-colouring, each colour determines a matchingand can cover at most bn=2c edges, where n is the number of nodes.Therefore, if the total number of edges is greater than the product ofthe maximum degree by bn=2c, then the graph is necessarily Class 2.Graphs to which this argument can be applied are called overfull. Moregenerally, if a graph has an overfull subgraph with the same maximumdegree, then the same counting argument shows that the supergraph isClass 2. We call such graphs subgraph-overfull.Many graphs can have their Class 2 status explained by this method.The smallest Class 2 graph that is not subgraph-overfull is the Petersengraph. Hilton conjectured that a lower bound on the maximum degreewould ensure the equivalence between being Class 2 and being subgraph-overfull. Every Class 2 graph with either a universal vertex or a quasi-universal vertex is subgraph-overfull [7, 8]. As observed by Ortiz [6],this result can be used to compute e�ciently the chromatic index for the2



following three subclasses of indi�erence graphs: graphs with at most twomaximal cliques, clique complete reduced indi�erence graphs and split-indi�erence graphs. In addition, Ortiz's argument works for arbitraryclique complete indi�erence graphs, not necessarily reduced, since theyall have a universal vertex [5].Overfullness can be checked in polynomial time but few graphs areoverfull. On the other hand, the na��ve algorithm for checking subgraph-overfullness (verify all subgraphs) takes exponential time. This has ledus to consider yet another version of overfullness, which is not as power-ful as subgraph-overfullness, but which is checkable in polynomial-time:a graph is said to be neighbourhood-overfull when it has a maximumdegree vertex whose neighbourhood induces an overfull subgraph. Everyneighbourhood-overfull graph is subgraph-overfull, but the converse isnot valid.The main results of this work can be summarized as follows:� Class 2 and neighbourhood-overfullness are equivalent for indi�er-ence graphs with odd maximum degree;� Class 2 and neighbourhood-overfullness are equivalent for generalgraphs with at most three maximal cliques.We note that a graph with an even number of vertices cannot beoverfull. Hence a graph with odd maximum degree can never be neigh-bourhood-overfull. We prove that every indi�erence graph with oddmaximum degree is Class 1. In addition, we note that the class ofgraphs with at most three maximal cliques does not satisfy Hilton'sconjectured lower bound. A graph with three maximal cliques whichis not indi�erence must have a universal vertex. We prove that Class2 and neighbourhood-overfullness are equivalent for indi�erence graphswith three maximal cliques and no universal vertex.The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 wegive the basic de�nitions and notations used throughout. Sections 3 and4 contain the proofs of the results cited above. Finally, our concludingremarks and plans for future work appear in Section 5.3



2 De�nitions and NotationsGeneral termsIn this paper, G denotes a simple undirected, �nite, connected graph.V (G) and E(G) are the vertex and edge sets of G. A clique is a set ofvertices pairwise adjacent in G. A maximal clique of G is a clique notproperly contained in any other clique. A subgraph of G is a graph Hwith V (H) � V (G) and E(H) � E(G). For X � V (G), we denote byG[X ] the subgraph induced by X , that is, V (G[X ]) = X and E(G[X ])consists of those edges of E(G) having both ends in X .For each vertex v of a graph G, Adj(v) denotes the set of verticeswhich are adjacent to v. In addition, N(v) denotes the neighbourhoodof v, that is, N(v) = Adj(v)[ fvg. A subgraph which is induced by theneighbourhood of a vertex is simply called a neighbourhood. Two verticesv, w are twins when N(v) = N(w). The twin set of a vertex v of G is thesubset of V (G) formed by v and all its twins. The clique partition of Gis the partition of the vertex set V (G) into twin sets. Thus, each set ofthe clique partition is a subset of V (G) formed by the vertices belongingto the same maximal cliques.Figure 1 illustrates a graph with two maximal cliques C1 = fa; b; egand C2 = fc; d; eg. The sets of the clique partition are: fa; bg, feg andfc; dg. uAAAAAAt������uAAAAAAt������ua e dcbFigure 1: A graph with two maximal cliques.4



A graph is reduced if no two distinct vertices are twins. The reducedgraph G0 of a graph G is the graph obtained from G by collapsing eachset of twins into a single vertex and removing possible resulting paralleledges and loops.The degree of a vertex v is deg(v) = jAdj(v)j. The maximum degreeis then �(G) = maxv2V (G) deg(v). A vertex u is universal if deg(u) =jV (G)j � 1.Graph classesAn interval graph is the intersection graph of a set of intervals of thereal line. If unitary intervals can be taken, then the graph is calledunitary interval, proper interval or indi�erence graph. We shall adoptthe latter name, to be consistent with the terminology of indi�erenceorders, de�ned below.Indi�erence graphs can be characterized by a linear order: their ver-tices can be linearly ordered so that the vertices contained in the sameclique are consecutive [9]. We shall call such an order an indi�erenceorder. We remark that this order is not unique in general. For instance,the reverse order is also an indi�erence order. If the graph is reduced,then there are at most two indi�erence orders [9].Edge-colouringAn assignment of colours to the edges of G is a function �:E(G) !f1; 2; : : : ; jE(G)jg. A conict in an assignment of colours is the existenceof two edges with the same colour incident to a common vertex.A vertex u is said to be satis�ed when �(uv) = �(uw) implies v = w,for all neighbours v, w of u.An edge-colouring of a graph is an assignment of colours such thatevery vertex is satis�ed or, equivalently, such that there are no conicts.The chromatic index of a graph G is the minimum number of coloursused among all edge colourings of G and is denoted by �0(G).A graph G is said to be Class 1 if �0(G) = �(G) and Class 2 if�0(G) = �(G) + 1. Vizing's theorem states that there are no other5
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Figure 2: A subgraph-overfull graph which is not neighbourhood-overfull.possibilities: all graphs are either Class 1 or Class 2 [11].If jE(G)j > �(G)bjV (G)j=2c, then G is said to be overfull. Alloverfull graphs are Class 2 [3, 7]. More generally, if there is an overfullsubgraph H of G with �(H) = �(G), then G is said to be subgraph-overfull. If, in addition, V (H) = N(u) for some u 2 V (G), then G is saidto be neighbourhood-overfull. Hence, by de�nition, every neighbourhood-overfull graph is subgraph-overfull, and every subgraph-overfull graph isitself Class 2.However, these properties are not equivalent. As we said in the in-troduction, the Petersen graph is an example of Class 2 graph which isnot subgraph-overfull. The graph in Figure 2 is subgraph-overfull butnot neighbourhood-overfull.3 Indi�erence graphs with odd maximum de-greeIn this section we prove the following theorem:Theorem 1 All indi�erence graphs with odd maximum degree are Class1. 6



Proof: Let G be an indi�erence graph with � = �(G) odd. We shallexplicitly construct an edge-colouring of G using � colours.� � � � � � � � � � � � �numbering 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12labels 0 1 2 3 4 D 0 1 2 3 4 D 0Figure 3: Numbers and labels for an indi�erence graph with � = 5.We arrange the vertices of G into an indi�erence order, and numberthem with consecutive integers starting from 0 (see Figure 3). We labeleach vertex with an element of the set f0; 1; 2; : : : ;�� 1;Dg, where D isa special symbol, not a number. The labeling is as follows:�(x) = ( D; if x � � mod (�+ 1);x mod (� + 1); otherwise.The colour �(xy) of edge xy will be a symmetric function of the labelsof x and y. The colours used will be elements of the set f0; 1; 2; : : : ;��1g, assigned as follows:�(xy) = 8><>: �(x) + �(y) mod �; if both �(x) and �(y) are numeric;2 �(x) mod �; if �(x) is numeric and �(y) = D;2 �(y) mod �; if �(x) = D and �(y) is numeric.No rule is needed for colouring edges connecting two vertices labeledD, because such edges do not exist. In fact, if a vertex x with label Dwere adjacent to the next one labeled D, it would have to meet all thevertices in between due to the properties of an indi�erence order. Butthere are � vertices in between. Therefore, we would have deg(x) ��+ 1, contradicting the fact that � is the maximum degree. The sameargument can be used to show the following facts:� there are no edges between vertices with the same label;7



� no vertex has two neighbours with the same label.In both cases, a neighbourhood would contain all vertices between thosetwo vertices with the same label, totaling more than � + 1 vertices.We will now show that � is in fact an edge-colouring.Suppose we have two distinct edges xy and xz. By the previous ar-gument, we know that the labels of x, y, and z are also distinct. Assumefor a moment that �(xy) = �(xz). There are two cases to consider.Case 1: �(x) = D.In this case, the labels of y and z are necessarily numeric and2 �(y) � 2 �(z) (mod �):Since � is odd, we may cancel the factor 2 in both sides to get�(y) � �(z) (mod �):This implies �(y) = �(z), a contradiction. Thus, this case is notpossible.Case 2: �(x) is numeric.In this case, �(y) and �(z) cannot both be D. If one of them is D,say, �(y) = D, then2 �(x) � �(x) + �(z) (mod �);which implies �(x) = �(z), a contradiction. On the other hand, ifall three labels are numeric, then we have�(x) + �(y) � �(x) + �(z) (mod �);which implies �(y) = �(z), and this is also impossible.We conclude that the colours of edges xy and xz cannot be equal andthat our assignment is indeed an edge-colouring. 28



4 Graphs with three maximal cliquesIn this section, we study graphs with three maximal cliques. The problemhas already been solved if there is a universal vertex [7] or if the maximumdegree is odd (see Section 3). Therefore, we concentrate our attentionon graphs with even maximum degree and no universal vertex. As wementioned in the introduction, these graphs are necessarily indi�erencegraphs.Let G be such a graph. Consider an indi�erence order of the verticesof G. This order induces a linear order on the maximal cliques of G ina natural way. We denote by C1, C2, and C3 the three maximal cliquesof G in the order induced by the particular indi�erence order consideredabove (see Figure 4). Notice that C1\C3 6= ;; otherwise, we would havea universal vertex.� �� �� �sssssssssssssss C2 C3C1A B C D EFigure 4: The maximal cliques and clique partition of G.There are at most �ve sets in the clique partition of G. We namethem as follows: A = C1 n C2;B = C1 \ C2;C = C2 n (C1 [ C3);D = C3 \ C2;E = C3 n C2;and denote by a, b, c, d, and e, respectively, the sizes of each set. Ofthese sets, only C may be empty. Hence, the graph G has at least fourvertices. 9



Conversely, any quintuple of integers [a; b; c; d; e] with a; b; d; e � 1and c � 0 characterizes an indi�erence graph with three maximal cliquesand no universal vertex. We therefore denote our graphs by these quin-tuples from here on. Without loss of generality, we may assume a � e(otherwise take the reverse order).Our goal in this section is to establish the following result.Theorem 2 A graph with three maximal cliques and no universal vertexis Class 2 if and only if it is neighbourhood-overfull.Since neighbourhood-overfullness implies Class 2, the \if" part isimmediate. Therefore, we concentrate on the \only if" part, which canbe restated as follows.Lemma 1 If a graph G with three maximal cliques and no universalvertex is not neighbourhood-overfull, then there is an edge-colouring ofG with �(G) colours.We begin by computing the degrees of vertices in each set of theclique partition: x 2 A ) deg(x) = a+ b� 1x 2 B ) deg(x) = a+ b+ c+ d� 1x 2 C ) deg(x) = b+ c+ d� 1x 2 D ) deg(x) = b+ c+ d+ e� 1x 2 E ) deg(x) = d+ e� 1:Therefore, a maximum degree vertex cannot belong to either A, C,or E, since the vertices in B and D will always have more neighbours.Furthermore, since a � e, vertices in B have maximum degree. If a > e,then these are the only ones. If a = e, then the nodes inD have maximumdegree as well. In any case, the maximum degree is � = a+b+c+d�1.We consider separately the cases a = e and a > e.10



4.1 The case a = eWithout loss of generality, we shall assume b � d.Ortiz [6] shows that Lemma 1 is valid when a = e = 1. Hence, wetreat the case a � 2 in the sequel.Our strategy here will be as follows. Among all graphs of the form[a; b; c; d; a] which are not neighbourhood-overfull, some are subgraphsof others with the same �. When this happens, it su�ces to colourthe supergraphs, since the removal of some edges and vertices will nevercreate conicts. We use this argument to show that it su�ces to colourthe graphs with c = 0.Lemma 2 Suppose a � 2. Every graph of the form [a; b; c; d; a] which isnot neighbourhood-overfull is a subgraph of a graph of the form [a0; b0; 0;d0; a0] which is not neighbourhood-overfull and which has the same max-imum degree.Proof: When c � b�d, the graph G = [a; b; c; d; a] is a subgraph of G0 =[a; b; 0; c+ d; a], both have the same �, and if G is not neighbourhood-overfull, then G0 is not neighbourhood-overfull.When c > b�d, we can �rst transfer vertices from C toD until D andB have the same size, and then split the remaining elements in C equallybetween B and D. More precisely, G = [a; b; c; d; a] is a subgraph of G0 =[a; b; c�b+d; b; a] with the same � and if G is not neighbourhood-overfull,then G0 is not neighbourhood-overfull. In turn, G0 = [a; b; c0; b; a], wherec0 = c � b + d, is a subgraph of G00 = [a; b + dc0=2e; 0; b + bc0=2c; a],�(G00) = �(G) and G00 is not neighbourhood-overfull if a � 2. 2The colouring of graphs of the form [a; b; 0; d; a] are done with theseveral results below. The cases considered are:� d = 1;� d � 2 and b < a+ d;� d � 2 and b � a+ d. 11



Lemma 3 A graph of the form [a; b; 0; 1; a] with a � 2 which is notneighbourhood-overfull is Class 1.Proof: Colour the neigbourhood A [ B [ D with � colours. This ispossible because this neighbourhood is not overfull by hypothesis. Thereare exactly a colours missing in the single vertex u 2 D. Use them tocolour the edges between u and the vertices in E.Without loss of generality, assume these colours are 0; 1; 2; : : : ; a� 1and label each node v in E with the colour of the edge uv: �(v) = �(uv).Now, let q be an odd number such that a � q � a+ 1 � a+ b = � andassign �(vw) = �(v) + �(w)2 mod q;for v; w 2 E. Notice that the division by 2 is well de�ned since q isodd. At most � colours are used, because q � �. Each node v usescolour �(v) to connect to u 2 D and colours in the range 0; 1; : : : ; q � 1other than �(v) to connect to the other vertices in E. This is a validedge-colouring and proves that G is Class 1. 2The following result deals with the case where d � 2 and b < a+ d.Notice that b < a + d is equivalent to b � �=2. Recall that we areassuming that b � d and that � is even.Theorem 3 A graph of the form [a; b; 0; d; a] with 2 � d � b � �=2 isClass 1.Proof: We shall label the vertices of G = [a; b; 0; d; a] using labels fromthe set f0; 1; : : : ;� � 1;DA;DEg. A numeric label (or a colour) l willbe called low if l < �=2 and high otherwise. There are exactly �=2 lowlabels and �=2 high labels.Let p be the smallest high, even label, and q be the largest low, oddlabel.We will now describe the placement of labels in the graph. Thefollowing rules must be applied in the given order.12



1. Label one of the vertices in A with DA. This will be the only vertexwith this label.2. Label two vertices in B with labels ��1 and p. Without repeatinglabels, label the rest of B with high labels. This is possible becauseb � �=2.3. Label two vertices in D with labels 0 and q. Without repeatinglabels, label the rest of D with low labels. This is possible becaused � b � �=2.4. Label the rest of A with the numeric labels not used in either Bor D, without repeating labels.5. Copy the labels in A to E, except that DA will be replaced by DEin E.Colours are assigned to edges as follows:�(xy) = �(x) + �(y) mod �; if �(x) and �(y) are numeric:�(DAx) = 8><>: 2 �(x) mod �; if �(x) is high;�(x) + 0 mod �; if �(x) is low and odd;�(x) + q mod �; if �(x) is low and even.�(DEx) = 8><>: 2 �(x) mod �; if �(x) is low;�(x)� 1 mod �; if �(x) is high and even;�(x) + p mod �; if �(x) is high and odd.The colours assigned to edges incident to DA are all distinct. Infact, it is easy to see that there are no conicts within each of the threecategories (�(x) high, low and odd, low and even). To see that there arenot conicts across categories, notice that colour categories are distinctfor each of the three label categories, as shown in Table 1. A similarargument holds for DE . The only tricky part in verifying this table isthe third line. For DA, we used the fact that �(x) low and even means infact �(x) � 2, since DA is not adjacent to the vertex labeled 0. Similarly,13



�(DAx) is : : : when �(x) is : : :even highlow and odd low and oddhigh and odd low and even �(DEx) is : : : when �(x) is : : :even lowhigh and odd high and evenlow and odd high and oddTable 1: Colour categories for edges incident to DA and DE .for DE , �(x) high and odd actually means �(x) � �� 3, since DE is notadjacent to �� 1.Now let us see why vertices with numeric labels are satis�ed.If x is a vertex with a numeric label, the potential danger is theexistence of two neighbours y and z of x which produce the same colour.This cannot happen if both y and z have numeric labels, because theonly repetition of labels occurs between vertices in A and E, which haveno common neighbours. For the same reason, at most one of y, z canhave a special label (DA or DE).Notice that the special label DA acts sometimes as a \doubler" andsometimes as if its label was 0 or q. Acting as a doubler is safe becauseadjacent vertices have distinct labels, so the only way to get �(xy) =2�(x) is through the doubler, that is, y = DA. Therefore, if x is adjacentto DA and �(x) is high, then x is satis�ed. If �(x) is low, then x mustbe in A and is therefore not adjacent to either 0 or q, so DA is free toplay the role of 0 or q.A similar reasoning can be carried out for neighbours of DE . Ifthey are low, the \doubler" character of DE assures there are no colourconicts. If they are high, they must be in E and DE is free to act aseither �� 1 or p, which are not adjacent to any vertex in E. 2The following results are needed for the last possibility, namely, d �2 and b � a + d. This is the most di�cult part of this section andwill be established in two steps. First, we transfer vertices from A toB, decreasing E simultaneously, until B is as large as possible without14



creating an overfull neighbourhood. This is accomplished with Lemma4 and its corollary. Then, we show how to colour the graphs with largeB using Lemma 5 and Theorem 4.Lemma 4 If [a � 1; b + 1; 0; d; a � 1] is Class 1 and b � a + d, then[a; b; 0; d; a] is also Class 1.Proof: Let G = [a; b; 0; d; a] and G0 = [a � 1; b+ 1; 0; d; a� 1]. Noticethat �(G) = �(G0) = a+ b+ d� 1.De�ne a mapping f :V (G) ! V (G0) as follows. Let A, B, D, andE be the nonempty sets in the clique partition of G as de�ned in thebeginning of this section, and let A0, B0, D0, and E 0 be the ones in G0.Select elements u 2 A, v 2 E, and w 2 B0, and let A1 = A n fug,E1 = E n fvg, and B01 = B0 n fwg. The map f acts as follows (seeFigure 5): f(u) = w;f(v) = w;f(A1) = A0 in a 1-1 fashion;f(B) = B01 in a 1-1 fashion;f(D) = D0 in a 1-1 fashion;f(E1) = E0 in a 1-1 fashion:An edge-colouring of G0 can be \pulled back" to G through thismapping if we set: �G(xy) = �G0(f(x)f(y)):This edge-colouring of G has no conicts since f is injective except thatf(u) = f(v), but u and v have no common neighbour in G. It is easy tosee that this procedure colours all edges of G with the exception of theedges vx for x 2 E1 (since there is no edge wf(x) in G0). However, theseedges can be easily assigned colours with no conicts, as shown by thesimple counting argument below.Let x1; x2; : : : ; xa�1 be the elements of E1. To colour vx1 we needto select a colour that is not being used in either v or x1. Each xi is15
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Figure 5: Colouring \pull back" by the mapping f .16



using already a + d � 2 colours, and v is using d colours. Since thetotal number of available colours is � = a+ b+ d� 1, we have at least�� (a+ d� 2)� d = b� d+ 1 � a+ 1 colours to choose from for vx1.Now we do the same for x2; : : : ; xa�1 keeping in mind that each time vwill have one less free colour available. But, even for the last vertex xa�1we will have left at least b� (a + d) + 3 � 3 colours, which means thatthere is a way (in fact, more than a! ways) of colouring the remainingedges. 2Corollary 1 For any l � 0, if [a � l; b + l; 0; d; a � l] is Class 1 andb � a+ d, then [a; b; 0; d; a] is Class 1.Proof: By induction on l. The base case l = 0 is obvious. For theinduction step, we use Lemma 4. Notice that b � a+ d implies (b+ l) �(a� l) + d for all l � 0. 2The next result is used in Theorem 4 below. Notice that the neigh-bourhood A[B [D in a graph of the form [a; b; 0; d; a] is overfull if andonly if 0 > ad��=2. Moreover, taking l = b(ad��=2)=dc in Corollary 1above, we may restrict ourselves to the case where ad��=2 < d.Lemma 5 Suppose � is even and 0 � ad ��=2 < d. Then the neigh-bourhood A [B [D in a graph of the form [a; b; 0; d; a] admits an edge-colouring using � colours such that each colour is missing from at mosttwo vertices in D.Proof: Choose a vertex u 2 A. Add k = ad � �=2 � 0 edges in thegraph H induced by A [ B [ D with one end in u and one end in D.This can be done because k < d = jDj. Call the resulting graph H 0.Colour the edges of H 0 using � colours. This is possible because H 0is not overfull and has a universal vertex.Notice that jV (H 0)j is odd. Since jE(H 0)j = �bjV (H 0)j=2c, eachcolour has to be used exactly bjV (H 0)j=2c times, that is, it is missingfrom exactly one vertex. 17



Removing the k edges added in the beginning, we end up with anedge-colouring of the neighbourhood A [ B [ D where each colour ismissing at most twice in D. 2Theorem 4 Let G = [a; b; 0; d; a] with � even, a � 2, b � d, and0 � ad��=2 < d. Then G is Class 1.Proof: The neighbourhood A [ B [D is not overfull (since �=2 � ad)and hence can be coloured using � colours. Moreover, by Lemma 5 wemay assume that each colour is missing from at most two vertices in D.Construct now a bipartite graph H that represents the vertices in Dand the colours missing from each one as follows:V (H) = D [ f0; 1; : : : ;�� 1g;E(H) = fux j colour x is missing from vertex u 2 Dg:It is easy to see that degH(u) = a for u 2 D and that degH(x) � 2because each colour is missing from at most two vertices in D. Sincea � 2 we have that �(H) = a and there is an edge-colouring of H usinga colours �1; �2; : : : ; �a.Use this colouring to construct a colouring of the bipartite subgraphD � E of G induced by the edges having one end in D and one end inE, as follows. Each colour �i will correspond to a vertex vi 2 E. Thecolour of edge uvi in G with u 2 D and vi 2 E will be determined bythe relationship: �G(uvi) = x , �H(ux) = �i:Since there are a colours in the edge-colouring of H and each u 2 D hasdegree a in H , each colour �i must be present in an edge incident to u.Hence, this colouring is well de�ned.We now show that no conicts exist. If �G(uvi) = �(uvj) = x,then �H(ux) = �i = �j , so i = j and vi = vj . If, on the other hand,�G(uvi) = �(wvi) = x, then �H(ux) = vi = �(wx) implies u = w.18



Therefore, the bipartite D�E is coloured without conicts with theprevious colouring of A[B [D. It remains to colour the clique E. Butnotice that the elements of E are using a total of at most ad colours intheir edges to D. There are still at least ��ad colours available. Theseare enough to colour E, since�� ad = ad� 2(ad��=2) � ad� 2(d� 1) = a+ (d� 1)(a� 2) � a:So, we have enough extra colours to edge-colour E with no conicts withthe previous assignment. 24.2 The case a > eHere we use a strategy similar to the one employed in the case a = e.First, note that if a > e, then a graph of the form [a; b; c; d; e] whichis not neighbourhood-overfull is a subgraph of a graph of the form[a; b; c; d; e+ (a � 1 � e)], which in turn is not neighbourhood-overfulland which has the same maximum degree. Hence, we may assume thata = e + 1. Furthermore, since B always contains the vertices with de-gree � in a graph G of the form [a; b; c; d; a� 1], this graph is a sub-graph of G0 = [a; b; 0; c+ d; a� 1] with �(G) = �(G0) and if G is notneighbourhood-overfull, then G0 is not neighbourhood-overfull.We may therefore restrict our attention to graphs of the form [a; b; 0; d;a� 1]. To settle this case, we consider two subcases.� b � d,� b < d.The subcase b � d can be reduced to the case a = e. Indeed, if agraph of the form G = [a; b; 0; d; a� 1] is not neighbourhood-overfull,then it satis�es ad � �=2. Hence, G0 = [a; b; 0; d; a] has vertices withdegree � in D and the neighbourhood B [D [ A is not overfull either,because ab � ad � �=2. 19



The next theorem deals with the subcase b < d. We shall use thesame idea as in the proof of Theorem 3. Note that 1 � b < d impliesb < �=2 and d � 2.Theorem 5 A graph of the form [a; b; 0; d; a� 1] with b < d is Class 1.Proof: We shall label the vertices of G = [a; b; 0; d; a� 1] using labelsfrom the set f0; 1; : : : ;�� 1;DAg. Using the same notation of the proofof Theorem 3, let q be the largest low, odd label.The following rules describe the placement of labels in the graph:1. Label one of the vertices in A with DA. This will be the only vertexwith this label.2. Label the vertices in B with high labels. This is possible becauseb < �=2.3. Label two vertices in D with labels 0 and q. Without repeatinglabels, start numbering the rest of the vertices in D with low labelsand use high labels not used in B, when the low labels �nish andD still has vertices without label.4. Label the rest of A with the numeric labels not used in either Bor D, without repeating labels.5. Copy the numeric labels in A to E.The colours assigned to edges in the graph of the form [a; b; 0; d; a�1]are equal to the colours for the corresponding vertices in Theorem 3.An argument similar to the one used in that theorem shows that thisis a valid edge-colouring. 220



5 ConclusionsIn this paper, we state the following conjecture for indi�erence graphs:Conjecture 1 The following statements are equivalent for a given in-di�erence graph:� The graph is neighbourhood-overfull;� The graph is subgraph-overfull;� The graph is Class 2.It should be noted that this conjecture, if true, provides a way ofdeciding in polynomial time whether an indi�erence graph is Class 1 orClass 2. We have proposed a linear-time algorithm for indi�erence graphrecognition in [2].We believe our work makes a signi�cant contribution to the problemof edge-colouring in three respects.First, the conjecture on indi�erence graphs is a step towards a bet-ter understanding of the relationship between subgraph-overfullness andneighbourhood-overfullness. For general graphs, the latter implies theformer; for indi�erence graphs, we conjecture they are equivalent. Itwould be interesting to learn for which other, larger classes this equiva-lence holds.Second, our results on the colouring of indi�erence graphs show that,in all cases we studied, neighbourhood-overfullness is equivalent to be-ing Class 2. Again, it would be interesting to extend these results tolarger classes. In particular, we conjecture that for any indi�erence graphneighbourhood-overfullness is equivalent to being Class 2.Third, and perhaps more important, the techniques we use to showthese results are new and proved to be powerful tools. In particular, theuse of modular arithmetic, colouring \pull-back" (as in Lemma 4), andduality in edge-colouring of bipartite graphs provide exciting new waysof colouring the edges of graphs. 21
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